Your empty RTIs can be
handed in at one CC Depot …

… and a corresponding
quantity of RTIs can be
collected at another.

CC Transfer Service
We hand out your RTIs where you need them

Your RTIs* are made available where you need them most
CC Transfer Service makes your RTIs available when you need them and where you need them – while
saving costs at the same time. Once you’ve delivered your products, you don’t need to ship the empty
RTIs back. They can simply be handed in at the nearest CC Depot – and a corresponding quantity
can then be collected at another CC Depot, maybe in a different part of the world. It’s just like putting
money in the bank and cashing it another place.

You can reduce your transport costs
Naturally, CC Transfer Service is especially value generating for long-distance product ﬂows. It cuts
your costs, as you don’t need to transport your empty RTIs any further than to the nearest CC depot.
And furthermore, it optimises your product ﬂow as the cycle time of your RTIs within your supply chain
is dramatically reduced, and your needs (and costs) for additional RTIs are reduced.
* RTI = Returnable Transport Item
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What you get with this service:
It cuts your transportation costs. With CC Transfer Service, your RTIs* can be “moved” to the
CC depot where you need them. RTIs can be handed in at one CC Depot, and a corresponding
quantity of RTIs can be collected at another.
Improving your RTI availability. With CC Transfer Service you don’t have to wait long for your
RTIs to be returned. The improved availability means that fewer items are needed in total.
We secure RTI availability in non-European countries. Once they are emptied, RTIs from
non-European countries can be handed in at one of our worldwide CC Depots.
We advise you on optimizing your product ﬂow. We offer RTI and supply chain analyses
and planning.
You pay a modest fee per RTI transferred. However, you must collect the RTIs within an agreed
time period after the transfer.
* RTI = Returnable Transport Item
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